
 

Navigating Sales Navigator 

When used with the right program, Sales Navigator can be one of the most effective prospecting 

tools for the B2B sales community. Without a proper process in place, utilizing it with random 

acts will rarely lead to success. 

These are key elements that sales professionals need to take into consideration when launching a 

Sales Navigator program that will maximize time and ROI. 

1. To optimize Sales Navigator prospecting, your LinkedIn Profile needs to be positioned as a 

resource, not a resume. This practice is foundational to converting targeted visitors into valuable 

connections and from connections to phone calls bringing value from the initial interaction. 

Additionally, for search engine optimization, it is pivotal that Profiles are being utilized 

effectively to ensure that you are visible to buyers looking for the solution that you provide.  

2. Take the time to craft an ideal list inclusive of all stakeholders. This should be done through 

lead builder that targets your buyers’ profile as closely as possible through Lead Builder and 

Save Leads appropriately.    

3. On a daily basis, check the “Who’s Viewed Your Profile” section of Sales Navigator and save 

the correct stakeholders as lead.   

4. Interaction and engagement with your Saved Leads is important on the news feed. Read into 

what they are liking, sharing, and comment on it. You can even send them a connection request 

to validate the value that they have provided through their content.  

5. Message templates should be created for introduction requests, any welcome messages, 

connecting directly, and if there is a request for a phone call at the right time.  



 

6.  Shared on your news feed should be both curated and original content that interacts directly 

with your buyers and adds credibility guiding them toward your solution, not with your solution 

directly. There should be no “pitch” content delivered.  

7. A process should be set in place which includes tags and notes in Sales Navigator to aid in 

keeping track of what stage you are in with each lead on an ongoing basis.     

8. A regimented daily routing that is easy to follow and that will maximize the time allocated for 

prospecting efforts. Write templates for connection requests as well as welcome messages to 

save time and increase productivity.     

9. Sales Navigator Tags should be leveraged to keep track of your position in the sales process 

with each of your leads. 

10. Your CRM process should be aligned with your Sales Navigator activity. 

 


